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Michael Simpson (b.1940 Dorset, England) is an artist whose work is
characterised by a reduced palette and a distinctive vocabulary of
‘Benches’, ‘Confessionals’ and ‘Squints’, three motifs that appear in
three separate series of paintings within his oeuvre.
Whilst his apparent subject is the infamy of religious history and the
politics of belief, these subjective references provide only a subtext for
his principal subject – the mechanics of painting.
A ‘leper squint’ is a feature built into the walls of medieval churches
which allowed sufferers of leprosy and other ‘undesirables’ to view
sermons while remaining outside. In Simpson’s paintings the squint
appears as a rectangular aperture placed high up on outer walls with
various architectural means to reach it. They invite the viewer to
approach yet their structure frustrates the desire to see what might lie
beyond.
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In 2016, Michael Simpson won the John Moores Painting Prize for his
painting, Squint (19). This catalogue features the artist’s recent work
from the ongoing Squint series, alongside a selection of his other
paintings and drawings from the past 30 years.
Published on the occasion of the exhibition, Michael Simpson: New
Paintings at Blain|Southern, London (2 October – 16 November 2019).

Key Selling Points
Featuring new writing by:
Barry Schwabsky – Curator, and Art Critic for ‘The Nation’ and co-editor
of international reviews for ‘Artforum’
Mark Wallinger – Artist, and Winner of the Turner Prize in 2007
Jennifer Sliwka – Art Historian, Research Fellow at Kings College
London, and former Curator at the National Gallery, London
Craig Burnett – Writer and Head of Exhibitions at Blain|Southern,
London/Berlin
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